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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• 1. Define Time-Space Compression. How is it related to 
and different from “Time-Space Distantiation”?  What 
causes Time-Space Compression? 

• 2. What are the effects of Time-Space compression?  
How is it critiqued? Give examples. 

• 3. How would you describe “internet time” and  “internet 
space”?  Are they always compressed into one?

• 4. How is What Time is it There? related to this concept? 



POSTMODERNITY
-- Flows (Manual Castells and Arjun Appadurai)
-- Time-Space Compression (David Harvey)
-- [next wk] Time-Space Distanciation, Dis-Embeddedness, 
Reflexivity (Anthony Giddens) pp. 14-
-- [wk after next] Postmodernism & Postmodernity & 
Mediated Communication (Fredric Jameson & David 
Harvey)



TIME & SPACE

•

• Time-Space Compression: The world is flattening, shrinking --into a 
global village

• Time-Space Distantiation: Time separated from Space (local context), 
social relations stretching across different spaces while our sense of time 
and space, multiplied. 
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TIME-SPACE COMPRESSION: 
DEFINITION & CAUSES
•“An increase in the speed of social life and 
a diminution in the constraining effects of 
distance on human activities” (757)=time 
shorted, space shrunk

•CAUSES: PRINTING TECH., CAPITALISM
(Flexible Accumulation & Expansion),
TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSPORTATION



TIME-SPACE COMPRESSION: 
DEFINITION & CAUSES
•HARVEY’S FOCUS—CONSEQUENCES
•1) speed-up in our pace of life; 
•2) compression – in the image of 
“maelstrom” leading to crises in capitalism, 
in representation and identity. (more later) 



Time-Space Compression (1)：
(Tele)communication and Transportation 
Capitalist Production 

• Train, Car, Jet

•Printing
•Morse code
•Telegram, telephone, 

Computer, Internet, 
Cellphone

open up new markets, speed up production 
cycles, and reduce the turn-over time of 
capital. 

簡報者
簡報註解
--  technologies of communication (telegraph, telephones, fax machines, Internet), travel (rail, cars, trains, jets) and economics (the need to overcome spatial barriers, 開放新市場、加速製作流程、減少資本周轉率(open up new markets, speed up production cycles, and reduce the turn-over time of capital). 



1500-1840 horse carriage and 
sailing ship
馬車和乘船 (16 km/h)

1850-1930 steam locomotive and 
ship
蒸汽火車(100 km/h)和蒸汽船 (58 km/h)

1950 propeller plane
螺旋槳飛機 (480-640 km/h)

1960  jet airplane
噴射客機 (800-1100 km/h)

1) 
Transportation

The world 
shrinking



1-2
World 
commodity 
map

source

簡報者
簡報註解
World Commodity Map: 依每個國家外銷產值最高的商品繪出，顯示亞洲仍是世界的製造工廠，非洲原料提供地，整個世界快速地將貨品運輸到各地。

http://www.pri.org/stories/2014-05-14/map-shows-which-export-makes-your-country-most-money


Time-Space Compression(2)：
Changes and Crises 
1) Collapse of temporal and spatial boundaries
2) Abstraction & fragmentation of time and 

space (e.g. clock time, daylight saving 
time, computer real time ）

• Time and Space dis-embedded, becoming 
empty, fluid and relativized

• Subjectivity: Empty signs and nomads (David 
Harvey) video examples (2 schizophrenia; a different 
concept: space-time)

簡報者
簡報註解
David Harvey：19世紀以來，人們對時空的領會也不斷改變 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEoqNdc3BCs&t=2s既有的時空疆界瓦解 – 時間空間化 (spatialization of time; e.g. 立體派、意識流小說)、空間時間化或理性規劃: e.g. 絕對空間改由不同時區、路程長短代表、rationalization of space 時間和空間被抽象化、破碎並壓縮 (e.g. 鐘錶時間、網路空間）時間和空間 抽離於在地空間，成為空洞的時間或者是流動的空間。主體亦然，在流動中可能成為empty signs or nomads

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEoqNdc3BCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScdLqAA_64E


CRISIS IN CAPITALISM: flexible 
accumulation and its worldwide influence  

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=1IHDrFLrRB8

Other types of crises: e.g. 
loss of “locality”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IHDrFLrRB8


CHANGES IN REPRESENTATION
• different forms of fragmentation and order in 
Modern Arts (e.g. cubism, surrealism) 
“between spatial fragmentation and 
construction of a highly ordered and 
rationalized world” (e.g. Kandinsky 280; next 
two slides)

• novel: spatial form
• film: montage 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wassily_Kandinsky


WASSILY KANDINSKY BLUE RIDER PERIOD (1911–1914)

簡報者
簡報註解
His writing in The Blue Rider Almanac and the treatise "On the Spiritual In Art" (which was released in 1910) were both a defence and promotion of abstract art and an affirmation that all forms of art were equally capable of reaching a level of spirituality. He believed that colour could be used in a painting as something autonomous, apart from the visual description of an object or other form.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wassily_Kandinsky


WASSILY  KANDINSKY BAUHAUS (1922–1933)

簡報者
簡報註解
This simple visual identification of forms and the main coloured masses present on the canvas is only a first approach to the inner reality of the work, whose appreciation necessitates deeper observation—not only of forms and colours involved in the painting but their relationship, their absolute and relative positions on the canvas and their harmony.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wassily_Kandinsky


DOREEN MASSEY

• Doreen Massey maintains this idea about time-space compression in 
her discussion of globalization and its effect on our society. Similar to 
Virilio, she states that because our world is "speeding up" and 
"spreading out", time-space compression is more prevalent than ever 
as internationalization takes place. Cultures and communities are 
merged during time-space compression due to rapid growth and 
change, as "layers upon layers" of histories fuse together to shift our 
ideas of what the identity of a "place" should be. (Wikipedia)



IDENTITY IN CONSUMER SPEED SOCIETY

1) volatility and ephemerality of fashions, products, 
production techniques, ....(285-
2) the 'throwaway' society (286) --transience and sensory 
overload 
3) short-term planning --> schizophrenic mentality, 
addiction to work, etc.
4) manipulation of taste and opinion: "Advertising ...is 
increasingly geared to manipulating desires and tastes 
through images that may or may not have anything to do 
with the product to be sold."



Time-Space Compression 

OUR experience of 
time/space and identity 

Cultural Representation 

Capitalist Production and 
Circulation



MAIN THEMES
• Postmodern City & Globalization 
• Urban Flows & Dis/Connections

• 【Urbanism as a Way of Life】
• vs.【History】in Spaces and Places  
• 【Time-Space Compression & Family】in Flows

• Global Flows & 
• 【Flâneurism】
• 【Risk Society, Global Strangers & Connectivity】

【Photo-Project due—1st draft 11/8】



GLOSSARY
• Postmodern City: 3 G’s and 1 P
• Globalization: 3 Theses 
• Urbanism: A way of life caused by the density, size and heterogeneity of the 

population of a place.  
• How these three terms are intensified by flows and turned into multiple layers 

of network, multiple time-spaces, and multiple webs of relations  
• Anomie: a breakdown of standards and values or from a lack of purpose or 

ideals.
• Flow: A name for movements between relatively fixed nodes in networks, 

flows can be of commodities, money, people, energy or even ideas.
• Space of Flows vs. Space of Place 
• Cities as sites of proximity and co-presence; with stretched connections 

and incessant flows; as nodes of incessant flows on local, regional, 
national and global levels 



WORKS CITED

•David Harvey  The Condition of Postmodernity. 
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Image Sources

• 10. Time Space Compression
• 11. World Commodity Map Global Post.
• 13. 民80-90 台北都會人口變動陳郁芝。《工作─居住空間區位均衡性之研究

~以台北都會區為例》。碩士論文。 國立政治大學，2002: 46.
• 18. Communication
• 19. Mediated Communication

http://lewishistoricalsociety.com/wiki2011/tiki-read_article.php?articleId=9
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/business/global-economy/140502/world-commodities-exports-map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Communication_shannon-weaver2.svg
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